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CAFFÈ VERGNANO
USA

The authentic Italian espresso

Company

Family

Raw material

Growing steadily every year,
Caffè Vergnano is one of Italy’s
top coffee companies, exporting
in over 80 countries

Family owned for over 130 years,
and currently managed and operated
by the 4th generation

A careful selection of raw
materials of the best origins,
strictly imported in jute bags,
and repeatedly controlled

History

Roasting

Founded in 1882, Caffè Vergnano is Italy’s oldest coffee
roasting company, among the market leaders

All blends are strictly roasted following the traditional
slow roasting method, origin by origin

Giovanni Chiappano
Export Area Manager
Caffè Vergnano S.p.A.
S.S. Torino - Asti km. 20
10026 Santena (TO) - ITALY
T +39 349 336 3068

Giulia Angoscini
BDM Italian Specialties
Atalanta Corporation
One Atalanta Plaza
Elizabeth, NJ 07206
+1 (213) 910-4098

FOOD SERVICE PORTFOLIO
ESPRESSO BEANS

cod. 05-9519

cod. 05-0113

cod. 05-0117

cod. 05-6956

cod. 05-9533

ORIGINAL
1882

ESPRESSO CREMA
800

ESPRESSO CLASSICO
600

ESPRESSO INTENSO
500

ESPRESSO
BIO ORGANIC

The 1882, is Caffè Vergnano’s most
prestigious blend; composed by the
selection of the best Arabica origins
from South America and Central Africa.
The medium roast results in a delicate
and aromatic blend, with hints of fruit
and honey. The presence of one single
Robusta origin, of the best selections,
allows for hazelnut colored coffee
with chocolate hints, and a high and
persistent crema with amber stripes.

A softer and more delicate aromatic blend,
with the sweet flavor of the most prestigious
Central American Arabica origins, with
chocolatey hints of the best Asian Robustas.
The equilibrium between aroma and
body creates a perfect combination.
Perfect for those who love their coffee
delicate, flavorful, light but with a good body.

It is recognized by its full, round and
intense flavor. It is a strong coffee due to its
higher content of the best Robusta origins.
It is a blend particularly indicated
for those who love a stronger
coffee with a thicker crema.

A blend characterized by a decisive
character, with a vigorous and
persistent aroma. It is Caffè Vergnano’s blend with the highest content of
Robusta origins, of the best selections.
We suggest this blend for those seeking
more persistent and bold flavours.
Certainly a stronger coffee with a
thicker crema.

This blend is created by the slow
roasting of only the very best
varieties of Arabica from organic
farming, with respect for nature and
the local ecosystem. A fine
coffee with a delicate taste
and a rounded aroma, for the
most demanding connoisseurs.

(2.5kg / 5.5 Lb) Case 2x

(1kg / 2.2 lbs) Case 6x

(1kg / 2.2 lbs) Case 6x

(1kg / 2.2 lbs) Case 6x

(1kg / 2.2 lbs) Case 6x

PODS
cod. 05-0124

cod. 05-0125

ESPRESSO PODS

ESPRESSO PODS DECAF

A balanced and delicate blend. Thanks to the
slow roasting method, and a careful selection
of our origins, we obtain a very round taste and
aroma. This decaf pod is a perfect solution for
those who like to enjoy an evening cup of coffee.

A balanced and delicate blend.
Thanks to the slow roasting method, and a
careful selection of our origins, we obtain a very
round taste and aroma.

(Pods 6,94g Case 150x)

NEW ESPRESSO CAPSULES COMPATIBLE WITH OFFICE MACHINES BY LAVAZZA BLUE®*

ARABICA

CREMA

DECAF

Delicate and persistent flavor, combining the finest Arabica
coffee from Central and South America.

A blend characterized by its full aroma and rich body, with
the slightly bitter aftertaste given by the inclusion of a small
amount of African Robusta.

A blend with a full, aromatic flavor, consisting of Robusta
beans balanced by the finest Arabica from Central and South
America, expertly decaffeinated.

100 SINGLE DOSE CAPSULES 8G
cod. 05-1462

100 SINGLE DOSE CAPSULES 8G
cod. 05-1466

100 SINGLE DOSE CAPSULES 8G
cod. 05-1464

DOUBLE ESPRESSO AVAILABLE

DOUBLE ESPRESSO AVAILABLE

100 DOUBLE DOSE CAPSULES 11.5 g
cod. 05-1465

100 DOUBLE DOSE CAPSULES 11.5 g
cod. 05-1463

*The capsules are compatible with office coffeemakers type LB800, LB 951, LB 1000M, LB 1100, LB 1200 GALACTICA, LB 2300 SINGLE CUP, LB 2500 PLUS made by “LAVAZZA BLUE”®. LAVAZZA® and “LAVAZZA BLUE”®
are the registered trademarks of Luigi Lavazza S.p.A. Casa del Caffè Vergnano S.p.A. is an independent producer, not connected in any way, either directly or indirectly, with Luigi Lavazza S.p.A.

DRIP / FILTER COFEE
cod. 05-1950
cod. 05-3100
cod. 05-1951

cod. 05-1952

(64 g / 2¼ oz)
30 fracs/case

(1000g / 2.2 lb)
6 units/case

(226.8 g / 8 oz)
12 units/case

(226.8 g / 8 oz)
12 units/case

100% ARABICA - DARK ROAST FOR DRIP

BANQUET BLEND

100% Arabica coffee blend, aromatic with a finely spiced aftertaste and notes of caramel.
The more intense roasting completes the blend giving it a more balanced body.

A blend of the best selected origins characterised by a specific grinding for drip/filter coffee machines.
The result is a coffee ideal to be served in mugs. With its ideal balance between aroma and
consistency it has been studied specifically for those who appreciate a fragrant and full-bodied coffee.

cod. 05-9875

cod. 05-9877

100% ARABICA
FOR FILTER/DRIP
WHOLE BEANS
AND GROUND
COFFE ARABICA

cod. 05-1552

cod. 05-9871

cod. 05-9873

Arabica is the finest of all coffee
varieties. This particular blend
comes from a selection of our best
origins, spanning from Central to
South America. In the cup you will
experience a fragrant coffee, with
delicate flavors and a smooth body.

A balanced and delicate
blend. Thanks to the slow roasting
method, and a careful selection of
our origins, we obtain a very round
taste and aroma. This decaf preground blend is a perfect solution for
those who like to enjoy an evening
cup of coffee.

(1kg / 2.2 Lb)
Case 6x

(70 g / 2.5 oz)
Frapack 70x

(70 g / 2.5 oz)
Frapack 70x

(1kg / 2.2 Lb)
Case 6x

ESPRESSO CUP

CAPPUCCINO CUP

LONG CAPPUCCINO CUP

ESPRESSO CUP

CAPPUCCINO CUP

LONG CAPPUCCINO CUP

cod. 05-0132 - Case 6x

cod. 05-0133 - Case 6x

DECAFFEINATO
FOR FILTER/DRIP
WHOLE
BEANS AND
GROUND

cod. 05-0130 - Case 6x

cod. 05-0135 - Case 6x

cod. 05-0131 - Case 6x

cod. 05-0134 - Case 6x

(226.8 g / 8 oz)
12 units/case

MUG

cod. 05-9980 - Case 6x

TAKE AWAY

cod. 05-3657 - 4 oz / cod. 05-9974 - 8 oz /
cod. 05-9976 - 12 oz

RETAIL PORTFOLIO
GROUND COFFEE TIN 250gr / 8.8 oz (case 6x)

NEW FORMAT
100%ARABICA
250gr / 8.8 oz (case 6x)

ARABICA 100%
FINE GRIND

A balanced product, wih a delicate flavour
and full-bodied aroma, born from the
slow roasting of the most prestigious
varieties of Arabica coffee.

ARABICA 100%
MEDIUM GRIND

DECAFFEINATED
FINE GRIND

cod. 05-0798

cod. 05-0128

Caffè Vergnano selects only the finest coffee
beans to guarantee high quality coffee,
paying attention to each phase of the process
from bean to cup. This product is available
in 250gr.

WHOLE COFFEE BEANS

Vergnano’s 100% Arabica ground Caffè Vergnano’s best blend,
for the traditional moka pot or other decaffeinated to obtain the best
filter/drip coffee brewing methods. coffee without caffeine.

cod. 05-9849

cod. 05-0799

ÈSPRESSO 1882 - NESPRESSO COMPATIBLE CAPSULES COMPOSTABLE (case 6x)

CREMOSO

INTENSO

LUNGO INTENSO

DECAF

NAPOLI

With a persistent golden, thick
cream, its clean
aromatic
expression lovingly recalls
oriental spices, with the
interesting flavors of vanilla and
black pepper.

The long lasting bronze creaminess
enhances the distinctive flavor of
dark chocolate in African coffees.
Using the dark roasting method its
long aftertaste recalls savory notes
of toasted almonds, with slightly
spicy undertones.

This select coffee blend is
composed from the finest
Arabica beans with a fine,
balanced taste and slightly
spicy tones.
It is ideal to drink as long pour /
double serving.

A suitably decaffeinated selection of
Arabica beans from Central America,
with an African Arabica fragrance,
backed by intese fruity notes with
hints of precious sandalwood of
exotic Asian Robusta origins,
make the blend rich with a
warm, spicy aroma.

A blend with a strong and decisive
character. A full and fragrant
aroma with spicy notes combined with a rich and persistent
body with slightly bitter nuances,
typcal of Robusta origins.
The espresso comes with a very
compact and persistent cream,
with brown shades.

10 caps

10 caps

10 caps

10 caps

10 caps

10 caps

cod. 05-0460

cod. 05-0461

cod. 05-0463

cod. 05-0464

cod. 05-0462

cod. 05-0468

COMPOSTABLE

CAPSULES - ÈSPRESSO 1882
50 caps (case 4x)

ARABICA
cod. 05-0467

CREMOSO
cod. 05-1064

INTENSO
cod. 05-1063

NAPOLI
cod. 05-1002

NEW CITYLINE 340GR / 12 OZ (case 6x)
TORINO 100%ARABICA

VENEZIA 100%ARABICA

FIRENZE

Torino is an aromatic blend of
100% Arabica coffee with a
very delicate flavour, a pleasant
acidity and complex fragrances.
The lighter roast profile exalts
its floral and fruity character,
showcasing the sweetness of
Arabica beans.

Arabica is the most prestigious of
all coffee origins. Venezia blend
is composed by the best Arabica
origins, meticulously selected
among the best varieties from
Central and South America.
The result is fragrant coffee with a
delicate flavor, and smooth aroma.

cod. 05-0470

cod. 05-0471

Firenze is a smooth, delicate and
balanced blend, with the sweet
flavour of the Central America
Arabicas and the intense
chocolate properties of the
Asiatic Robusta coffees.
This blend has been developed
specifically for those who
appreciate a coffee which offers
complexity and body without
being too overpowering.

MEDIUM GRIND

MEDIUM GRIND

MEDIUM GRIND
cod. 05-0469

THE CAPSULES ARE COMPATIBLE WITH COFFEE MACHINES MANIFACTURED BY NESPRESSO®.*
THE TRADEMARK IS NOT THE PROPERTY OF CAFFÈ VERGNANO S.P.A. OR OTHER CONNECTED COMPANIES.

ARABICA

This blend of the finest washed
Arabica beans cultivated in
the Latin America, releases
fresh fruit and floral aromas in
every cup. Its delicate notes are
anriched with sweet scents that
recall precious cedar wood.

A MATTER
OF CHOICE.

CAFFÈ VERGNANO S.p.A.
S.S. Torino/Asti km. 20 - 10026 Santena (TO) - Italia
Tel. +39 011.9455111 Fax +39 011.9493507
e-mail:: italia@caffevergnano.com
e-mail
export@caffevergnano.com
www.caffevergnano.com

